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ABSTRACT
Introduction: In recent years, the spread of hate speech through social media has grown to become an increasingly worrisome problem in our societies. This study focuses on hate speech against people with...
Disability, hate speech and social media: video replies to haters on TikTok

The first objective is to analyze these people's video replies to haters on TikTok, considering aspects such as content, reach, interaction, engagement, tone and intentionality of the reply itself. The second objective is to delve into the perspective of the authors of the video replies regarding hate speech and their stance towards this phenomenon. **Methodology:** The study includes a mixed methodology, consisting of content analysis of 64 TikTok video replies posted by users with disabilities in response to hate messages received on this social network, and 14 structured interviews to users among the profiles that integrate the sample. **Results:** The results reflect that, in addition to negative comments, insults, belittling or mockery received by other groups, there is other content related to ableism or disability denial. **Conclusions and discussion:** The findings reveal that the expansion of hate speech is greater on TikTok and point to causes such as the age of the users of this social network, the algorithm operation or the anonymity allowed by the social media. Ways to reduce hate speech in social networks are explored, focusing on the legal framework, education and mental health promotion.
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1. Introduction

Hate speech is not a recent phenomenon (Losada-Díaz et al., 2021). The United Nations (UN) (2019, p. 3) understands hate speech as “any form of oral, written or behavioral communication that is an attack on a person or group on the basis of religion, ethnicity, nationality, race, color, descent, gender or other identity factor.” These speeches encompass both expressions that induce to commit discriminatory or violent acts for some xenophobic, racial, sexual orientation or disability reason (Cabo-Isasi and García-Juanatey, 2016) and manifestations that promote intolerance and prejudice towards certain social groups, as they create a hostile environment that can foster discrimination and violence (Gagliardone et al., 2015). This phenomenon is based on several polarizing components, such as cultural identity, gender, aporophobia, migration and democratic values (Fuentes-Lara and Arcila-Calderón, 2023).

Bustos-Martínez et al. (2019) consider that we are in the presence of hate speech if the following criteria are met: 1) it refers to a vulnerable or discriminated against group; 2) there are representative symbols that humiliate this social group; 3) there is malice and an invitation to denigrate these people; and 4) if there is an evident intention to discriminate against, humiliate and exclude them. In this framework, the group with disabilities, which has historically experienced rejection and exclusion (Santana-Valencia, 2022), is established as one of the current targets of hate speech (Muniesa-Tomás et al., 2022). Likewise, there is international
The analysis focused on both the content of the hate speech received and the reply issued. 

Hate speech can become a felony, establishing itself as “one of the main threats to peaceful coexistence in our societies” (Fuentes-Lara and Arcila-Calderón, 2023, p. 226). The Internet has facilitated its spread, especially through social networks, leading to a problem of global dimensions by generating conflicts and violence in the digital arena, but also in the offline context. Specifically, 1,869 criminal offenses and hate incidents were investigated in Spain in 2022, which is 3.7% more than the previous year (Muniesa-Tomás et al., 2022).

This study investigates hate speech against people with disabilities on TikTok by analyzing the video replies posted by the users themselves on the social network and structured interviews that give a first-person voice to these profiles. The relevance of the object of study lies in the topicality of the subject matter and the need to give visibility to this type of practices, in order to analyze and reflect on the social and exclusionary implications that they could have on the group.

1.1. Hate speech on social networks

In 2022, 4.76 billion people had a profile on social networks, representing 59.4% of the world’s population (We Are Social, 2023). Among these platforms, according to the same report, TikTok stands out as the network where users spend the most time (more than 23 hours/month on average) and it is especially attractive to young people. In this context, and taking into account that the virtual world is an ideal ground for emotional content, the Internet and social networks have proven very efficient in the propagation of these violence-inducing messages, generating a worrying global problem (Cermi, 2021).

Digital platforms and social networks have transformed the engagement of citizens in the Internet era, posing new challenges to the role of the prosumer (producer and consumer of digital content). This has created new forms of representation and construction of digital identity, which significantly influences social interactions (Aguaded et al., 2022). However, there may also be certain risks associated with them despite the opportunities they offer, due to the permanence of content, the itinerant nature of platforms, transnationality and the publication of content from anonymous profiles or under pseudonyms (Gagliardone et al., 2015). Likewise, anonymity and emotional detachment, derived from the physical distance between participants, reduce empathy and create a sense of security to make comments without apparent consequences (Bustos-Martínez et al., 2019). In this sense, Pahor de Maiti et al. (2023) point to the emergence of haters, issuers of hate speech to certain individuals or social groups because of their ethnicity, religion, sexual orientation or gender, etc.

Undoubtedly, hate messages can cause significant emotional or psychological damage at the individual level, leading to depression or even suicide (Phanomtip et al., 2021). They can also cause indirect harm by damaging the reputation and dignity of members of the discriminated group (Cermi, 2021). Hate speech, generally composed of negative comments, insults, belittling and mockery (Martínez-Valerio, 2022), favors the perpetuation of stereotypes, stigmatization, marginalization and even dehumanization of certain groups (Cabo-Isasi and García-Juanatey, 2016; Raffone, 2022). Moreover, this occurs in a social environment with high rates of mental health problems that especially affect teenagers and young people (Westberg et al., 2022), increased in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic (Cenat et al., 2022).

Although hate speech can constitute a crime, the paradox is that, although its dissemination through the media or social networks is an aggravating factor, the limits to freedom of speech are also very hard to determine, which is why it is difficult to convict people for these acts (Cermi, 2021; Ramírez-García et al., 2022). Thus, despite growing evidence in the rise of cyber hate, this type of speech goes largely unpunished, also due to the difficulties in monitoring online spaces (Burnap and Williams, 2016). A recent study by Weimann and Masri (2023) highlights the ineffectiveness of TikTok in monitoring and controlling hate speech related to far-right
groups, highlighting the need to push for legislation that would force the platform to improve its monitoring practices and exercise more effective control. Henson (2023) highlights the existence of legal loopholes and advocates for national and international cooperation that actively involves social networks in the creation of a coherent and comprehensive legal framework, thus facilitating effective detection and adequate control of hate speech. In line with these findings, Chetty and Alathur (2018) conclude that a joint effort among governments, internet providers, and social networks is essential to implement effective policies to fight both hate speech and terrorism.

In this context, and in the face of the challenges posed by the regulation of these platforms, Sabater et al. (2021) stress the importance of education in the formation of a critical citizenship capable of unraveling the hate speech present in social networks and other online sites, as well as of reconstructing them as counter narratives. It is especially important in the case of teenagers and young people (Gámez-Guadix et al., 2020), a social group with high participation in platforms in general and in TikTok in particular.

Hate speech in social networks is the manifestation of a deeper social and structural problem. Cabo-Isasi and García-Juanatey (2016) warn of how all intolerant ideologies have found in these platforms a privileged space of expression, where they enjoy impunity for anger and hatred, to the point of constituting a problem in European and international organizations' agendas. Ramírez-García et al. (2022) refer to their normalization as a fertile ground for radicalization, social polarization or the proliferation of violent incidents, and defend the need to take comprehensive and preventive measures.

1.2. Disability and hate speech: from the offline world into TikTok

Disability has been constructed between the “medical” model, which conceives it as the result of the inability of the body's functions to work normally, and the “social” model, which considers it as a disadvantage created by society that can generate social exclusion (Raffone, 2022). Thus, the social model suggests that for the elimination of sociocultural barriers, we need to consider changes aimed primarily at society and not at the individual (Fisher and Purcal, 2016). In this line, and within these necessary changes, Figuereo-Benítez et al. (2023) point to the importance of increasing the visibility of the group's and promoting its representation as an independent citizenry with full rights. Likewise, the issue of self-representation or visibility of disability is one of the main values of social networks for vulnerable groups or those at risk of exclusion, as it enables them to tell their own story (Bonilla-del-Río et al., 2022).

However, these virtual environments are also being used to disseminate messages of hate and discrimination against different groups, including people with disabilities. These are cases of cyber hate, responsible for a negative and significant impact on their well-being and involving more people with visible disabilities (Alhaboby et al., 2021). Trolling and flaming are probably the most common forms of hate against these people in the digital space (Sherry et al., 2019). According to this study, these narratives seek to provoke or offend, as well as divert attention to superfluous and meaningless discussions, suffered especially by groups experiencing social inequality. Likewise, messages are often directed towards this group from ableism, understood as a form of discrimination that judges people based solely on their apparent physical, psychological or intellectual capacity. This misguided thinking induces to anticipate behaviors in an inflexible manner, without prior knowledge of the person, and can manifest itself in a hostile manner, with violence or rejection, either directly or indirectly, or adopting a benevolent form by offering help and advantages that, in fact, would be unnecessary (Sánchez-Rojo, 2023).

In the specific case of TikTok, Raffone (2022) exposes how intolerant attitudes towards disability are underpinned by deeply rooted mental models and beliefs. Based on the medical model, they deal with disability from a “normal- abnormal” perspective, which favors the perpetuation of stigmatization and the propagation of hate speech. According to this study, the result is the construction of disability, also in TikTok, through the process of “otherness”.
Research in this area is still incipient, due to the fact that, among the various forms of discrimination, hate speech against people with disabilities is an area that has received less interest from academia and is, therefore, underrepresented compared to other social groups (Raffone, 2022). Furthermore, there is the fact that research on TikTok is still in an embryonic state, as this platform arrived in Spain recently, in 2018, and was undervalued thinking that it would only be about people doing silly dance moves (Figuereo-Benítez et al., 2022).

However, some research points to the fact that propagating hate speech on TikTok might be easier than in other platforms, due to its particular and distinctive characteristics (Weimann and Masri, 2023). Whereas in other networks users see the content of those profiles they follow, on TikTok, content is displayed based on users’ actions and interactions through an algorithmic system that generates personalized recommendations (Boeker and Urman, 2022), but also random ones. Likewise, the peculiarity of this platform lies in its “For you” feed, which shows popular content on TikTok, but also videos with low views, promoting greater equality with respect to other social networks (Jain and Arakkal, 2022) and allowing videos to reach a more varied audience and to cause greater reactions, both positive and negative. Its popularity among teenagers and young users (Muñoz-Rodríguez et al., 2023) and the lack of control over content (Weimann and Masri, 2023) have also been pointed to as causes that could favor the proliferation of hate content on this network.

Thus, despite the potential of the digital context for the visibility and self-representation of disability, discrimination against this group in general, and hate crimes in particular, persist still. According to the latest report of the Ministry of the Interior on hate crimes in Spain (Muniesa-Tomás et al., 2022), between 2020 and 2022, 95 hate crimes were committed against people with disabilities. Likewise, 590 hate crimes and incidents were registered on the Internet and social networks, 21 of them against people with disabilities. However, according to the estimate of the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA) (2021), 9 out of 10 people do not report these crimes, whether they are violent experiences due to racism or intolerance, religion, sexual orientation or disability.

2. Methodology

The importance of social networks and their relationship with social movements poses the challenge of researching the quantitative and qualitative impact on certain groups and collectives (Arévalo-Salinas, 2018). This approach involves analyzing the speech of the speakers, the reply of the recipients and the strategies aimed at fostering a debate on current structural and social problems. This research follows the proposal of Arévalo-Salinas (2018), adapted to study TikTok. Thus, a mixed approach is employed through the application of two research techniques, content analysis and structured interviews, which complement each other and are set out in detail in the following subheadings. This methodological approach pursues the following objectives:

O1. To analyze the video replies of users with disabilities to hate messages received on TikTok, considering aspects such as content, reach, interaction, engagement, tone and intentionality of the video itself.

O2. To delve into the perspective of users with disabilities who post video-replies regarding the hate speech received and their stance towards this phenomenon.

2.1. Research techniques

First, in relation to the first objective, the authors perform a content analysis of 64 video replies to hate messages received by people with disabilities on TikTok, posted by 32 different users (23 women and 9 men).

To select the sample, the hashtag #discapacidad was used in conjunction with one of the following: #odio, #hate, #ciberodio, #bullying, #ciberbullying, #hater, #haters, selected through a previous process of digital ethnography and participant observation (Angrosino, 2012). To this end, an active and engaging scan of behavior and interactions related to hatred towards people with disabilities on TikTok was conducted in order to better
understand the dynamics, trends and expressions related to this phenomenon. This approach allowed for a more informed selection of the hashtags used to collect video replies.

From the results obtained, only videos that met the following requirements were selected:

1) to be made by people with disabilities;
2) to be replies to specific hate comments or messages;
3) that the original hate message is explained or shown in the video.

All the video replies and profiles selected for the study correspond to Spanish-speaking users from Spain and Latin American countries.

Nine different variables were analyzed on this sample, in addition to the classification of the profiles by sex. Five of these variables focused on measuring the interaction generated by the video reply and the rate of engagement achieved by the content, while the remaining four were used to analyze the content of the publications.

From the first group, four variables correspond to the interaction options provided by TikTok:

1) number of followers;
2) number of likes;
3) number of comments;
4) number of times shared.

These data were obtained directly from the platform. In addition, the fifth variable corresponds to the engagement index on TikTok, calculated by the following formula: \((\text{likes} + \text{comments} + \text{shared}) / (\text{total followers}) \times 100\) (Bressler and Zampella, 2020).

From the second group, corresponding to content-related variables, the authors measured:

1) the content of the hate message received;
2) the tone of the video reply;
3) the intentionality of the video reply;
4) the presence of one's own speech.

First, for the variable related to the content of the hate message received, the authors established the following categories, as described in Martínez-Valerio (2022), expanded and adapted to this study:

A. **Criticism**: Negative statements that aim to establish a value judgment of the recipient and sometimes inflict harm or offense.

B. **Insults**: Words that directly offend or humiliate a person, especially with hurtful messages, always with a negative connotation.

C. **Belittlement**: Negative attitude that considers someone below his or her real value and reflects contempt. In this study, contempt is related to ableism, considered as the specific undervaluation and discrimination against people with disabilities.
D. Threats: Comments that refer to danger or possible risk by means of a warning that arises from an event that has not yet happened.

E. Mockery: Actions or words that are intended to ridicule.

F. Disability denial: Comments that deny the existence of the subject's disability or minimize the effects exposed by users.

G. Other: Messages whose content does not correspond to any of the above categories.

The tone of the reply is understood as the speaker's attitude towards the message received (Phelan, 2014). The authors divided this variable into the following categories:

A. Humorous: Resource whose objective is to cause laughter. For this research, the authors rescue the concept of humor as an action whose social purpose is to laugh “by way of protest against those who try to break universal rights and values” (Cortés-Kandler and Arroyo-Carvajal, 2021, p. 80) and that functions as social criticism (Rodríguez-Montemayor, 2020).

B. Ironic: Resorting to its origin as antiphrasis, it refers to the use of words or intonation to give a different or even opposite meaning (Caro-Lopera et al., 2018). It can be employed with positive, negative or neutral charge. Currently, non-linguistic indicators of irony go beyond voice intonation and include others such as memes, emojis, laughter, emoticons or punctuation marks (Cortés-Kandler and Arroyo-Carvajal, 2021).

C. Aggressive: Belligerent style in which the person is explosive, hostile or angry. It is characterized by contempt and humiliation of the other (Briones and Ortiz, 2014).

D. Assertive: Effective transmission of positions, opinions, beliefs and feelings, expressing emotions towards another person in an appropriate manner (Briones and Ortiz, 2014).

E. Other: Intonations or emotional charge not corresponding to the previous categories.

The intentionality of the answer refers to the main objective of the user with his or her video reply. For this variable, the authors adapted the categories set forth by Bonilla-del-Río and Soares (2021), adding the last two after the first viewing of the sample:

A. Visibilization: The action of making people with disabilities visible.

B. Awareness: Action to make society aware of these people’s reality and the barriers and speeches present in society.

C. Vindication: Action of claiming for the rights of people with disabilities, arguing the need to guarantee them effectively.

D. Denounce/Criticism: Action of publicly exposing the hate speech received.

E. Other: This category includes messages whose purpose does not correspond to the previous ones.

Finally, the variable of one’s own speech refers to the presence or absence of speech in oral or written expression by the user him/herself. It is related to the diversity of TikTok content, where one can find videos with original speeches, but also numerous dance videos (Suárez-Álvarez and García-Jiménez, 2021), challenges (Ahlse et al., 2020), scenes with audios that are trending at the time or acted lip syncing (Mackenzie and Nichols, 2020). In these cases, the authors considered that, although there was intentionality, the user was not communicating a speech of his or her own.
The coding of the sample involved a first complete viewing of all the units of analysis, guaranteeing a correct categorization of the variables. Subsequently, two coders performed the coding independently, and Krippendorff’s Alpha coefficient was calculated on 100% of the total analyzed to assess reliability, obtaining a value of 0.92 (Krippendorff, 2004). The data were coded in Excel format and processed in SPSS v.29 software for analysis. Given that some variables could change over time, coding was performed on June 9th, 2023. To establish the existence of connection between variables, Pearson’s correlation was used for nominal variables (Islam and Rizwan, 2022) and Spearman’s correlation (Schober et al., 2018) for ordinal, scale or mixed variables.

To cover the second research objective, the authors applied a qualitative approach by conducting structured interviews. They used three axes as reference to elaborate the interview script, extracted from Alhaboby et al. (2017):

1) identification of the content of hate speech, by the people who receive it;
2) attitudes, emotions and opinions towards hate speech;
3) effects of hate speech and intention with which it is engaged in counter-speeches or reports.

The authors proceeded to contact the 32 users in the sample analyzed (Spanish-speaking people with disabilities who issued the 64 video replies to hate messages on TikTok) and asked whether they were willing to participate in the structured interviews. Contact was established through their social networks, preferably TikTok or Instagram. In all cases, they were informed of the research objectives and, once they agreed to participate in the study, they received the complete interview script, along with the possibility of responding through the social network or by videoconference to facilitate their participation. Finally, 14 people (10 women and 4 men) with different types of disability agreed to the interview. Eleven interviews were conducted through social networks and three by videoconference. The interviews were conducted between June and July, 2023. The complete interview script and answers can be found at: https://bit.ly/48bwdLR

In conclusion, in line with Arévalo-Salinas (2018), this methodological approach studies the three areas involved:

1) speaker, by analyzing the profiles through TikTok's own data and structured interviews;
2) the message-speech, studied through content analysis;
3) reactions of the recipients, by measuring the interactions and engagement of the selected sample.

3. Results

3.1. Content analysis

The authors analyzed a sample of 64 TikTok video replies posted by 32 users with disabilities in response to hate messages received on this social network. None of these profiles corresponds, according to the classification proposed by Alassani and Göretz (2019), to the category of mega-influencers, since none reaches more than 1,000,000 followers. As for macro influencers, they constitute 46.87% (n=15) of the total number of profiles, encompassing those with an audience ranging from more than 100,000 to 999,999 followers. Micro influencers represent another 50% (n=16) of the set, being those with followers ranging from 1,000 to 99,999. Finally, Nano influencers, with a maximum number of 1,000 followers, make up 3.13% (n=1) of the total number of profiles, with a more limited reach.

Interaction is most often reflected in likes, followed by comments and shares. Specifically, 40.63% (n=26) of posts do not exceed 1,000 likes, 42.19% of video replies (n=27) reach between 1,000 and 10,000 likes and 17.18% (n=11) exceed 10,000 likes. Data regarding the profiles and interactions of the video replies are available at: https://bit.ly/3vhloJo
When examining the descriptive statistical data related to interaction and engagement, summarized in Chart 1, one can observe a notable difference in the scope of the analyzed content. The engagement rate shows a wide variation, as does the number of followers, indicating that hate messages are not limited only to profiles with a large influence, but also target users with a significantly smaller following.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics on interaction achieved in the video replies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Followers</td>
<td>650.401</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>650.700</td>
<td>5.312.103</td>
<td>166.003,22</td>
<td>180.501,4119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likes</td>
<td>277.275</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>277.300</td>
<td>862.618</td>
<td>13.478,41</td>
<td>41.269,7051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>11.200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11.200</td>
<td>32.446</td>
<td>506,969</td>
<td>1.614,1432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Times Shared</td>
<td>1.501</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.502</td>
<td>4.485</td>
<td>70,08</td>
<td>234,651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>120,473</td>
<td>.060</td>
<td>120,533</td>
<td>465,402</td>
<td>7,272</td>
<td>17,294</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Elaborated by the authors.

One can observe a moderate positive correlation between the number of followers and the extent of interactions in the form of likes and comments, while the correlation in relation to the number of times shared was weak. In addition, the authors found a strong positive correlation between the number of likes, comments and times shared, and between these forms of interaction and the engagement index. However, the authors identified a negative yet weak correlation between engagement and the number of followers. These data, shown in Chart 2, indicate that, although the number of likes, comments or times shared play a determining role in the engagement index, the number of followers does not have the same influence.

In relation to sex, differences can be seen both in the number of followers, where the average ($\bar{x}$) is higher in men ($\bar{x}=252980$) than in women ($\bar{x}=163378.87$), and in the engagement index, which is higher in women ($\bar{x}=10.167$) compared to men ($\bar{x}=2.324$).

Table 2. Spearman’s correlation between interaction variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Sig. (bilateral)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Followers * Likes</td>
<td>.439**</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Followers * Comments</td>
<td>.478**</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Followers * Times Shared</td>
<td>.205</td>
<td>.104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Followers * Engagement</td>
<td>-.241</td>
<td>.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likes * Comments</td>
<td>.765**</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likes * Times Shared</td>
<td>.765**</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likes * Engagement</td>
<td>.643**</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments * Times Shared</td>
<td>.713**</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments * Engagement</td>
<td>.512**</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Times Shared * Engagement</td>
<td>.638</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex * Followers</td>
<td>-.368**</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex * Engagement</td>
<td>.363**</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**. Significant correlation at the 0.01 level.

*. Significant correlation at the 0.05 level.

Source: Elaborated by the authors.
The analysis focused on both the content of the hate speech received and the reply issued. The hate speech received consisted mainly of mockery in 34.4% of the cases (n=22). These messages included, for example: “watch my bike”, sent to a user with visual disability; “looks like a transformer”, to a user with motor disability; “you overindulged in cigarettes because of that” (sic), to a woman with tracheotomy; or “I remember when I played Mario Bros when I look at you” (sic), to a user with cerebral palsy. This type of content is followed by belittling in 21.9% (n=14), related in all cases to ableism. Comments such as “you are worthless”, “your only talent is to be immobile”, “but I can walk” or “the disability, as the name itself indicates, is that you are less capable than others, now that you strive to be more normal (sic) is up to you”.

In addition, the authors found criticism (20.3%; n=13) such as “you don’t speak well”, “you have very thin skin” or “no one is going to feel like pushing your wheelchair up a half-kilometer hill”. The authors also found disability denial in 14.1% (n=9), in messages such as “you are making that up”, “you are full of it”, “I don’t believe it at all”, “fake” or “don’t pretend disability for visits”. In smaller proportions, the authors found insults as well (9.4%; n=6) such as “faggot and lame”, “ridiculous, you’re half asleep, open your other eye” or “disabled, liar, you like to eat, you’re just being defensive”.

In the analysis of the content of the video replies, the authors evaluated tone, intentionality and the presence of one’s own speech. First, regarding tone, they observed that 34.4% (n=22) of the videos used an assertive tone, followed by irony present in 26.6% (n=17). The authors detected an angry or aggressive tone in 17.2% (n=11) of the video replies, a humorous tone in 15.6% (n=10), and other tones in 6.3% (n=4) of the videos.

Second, in relation to the purpose, 46.9% (n=30) of the video replies aimed at publicly denouncing the hate message received. To a lesser extent, the authors found videos aimed at awareness-raising (21.9%; n=14), visibility (15.6%; n=10) and vindication (7.8%; n=5). Some 7.8% (n=5) of the videos did not correspond to the above options and were therefore coded in the “other” category.

Finally, the authors observed that 82.8% (n=53) of the video replies presented the issuers’ own speech, while only 17.2% (n=11) lacked it. This indicates that, in the sample analyzed, hate messages are publicly responded to through this video format with the intention of conveying a message of their own, either in the form of text or orally. The videos that did not have their own speech were limited only to showing the hate message accompanied by a song, generally popular at the time, or used external audios to perform a lip sync. All video replies lacking original oral or textual speech were delivered by women.

The tone of the video reply is also related with the content of the hate message and the presence of one’s own speech (Figure 1). Humorous tone is used more frequently when being mocked. The assertive tone appears in all cases, but especially in the face of criticism. On the other hand, when dealing with a comment that includes contempt, an aggressive tone is used more frequently.

![Figure 1. Tone of the reply according to the hate message received.](https://doi.org/10.4185/rlcs-2024-2258)
Likewise, Figure 2 shows the correlation between the tone and the intentionality of the video reply. Assertive tones predominate when the objective is to raise awareness, but ironic and aggressive tones stand out when the purpose of the video reply is to denounce or criticize the message received.

The intentionality of the reply and the presence of one’s own speech are also correlated variables, as shown in Chart 3, because those videos in which the user does not create a new original speech focus exclusively on denouncing or criticizing the message received. For the rest of the objectives, users contribute new speech of their own, either orally or in writing.

Table 3. Pearson’s correlation between variables on content.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Sig. (bilateral)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex * Hate Message Content</td>
<td>.112</td>
<td>.378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex * Intentionality</td>
<td>.160</td>
<td>.207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex * Own Discourse</td>
<td>.365**</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hate message content * Own Discourse</td>
<td>.146</td>
<td>.249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tone * Hate Message Content</td>
<td>-.244</td>
<td>.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tone * Intentionality</td>
<td>-.328**</td>
<td>.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intentionality * Hate message content</td>
<td>.409**</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intentionality * One’s Own Speech</td>
<td>.260*</td>
<td>.038</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**. Significant correlation at the 0.01 level.
*. Significant correlation at the 0.05 level.

Source: Elaborated by the authors.

Once the results related to the interaction and content variables were described separately, the authors proceeded to analyze the correlations between both variables (Chart 4). In these cases, the average (x̄) is the reference instead of the total, since there is a different number of video replies in every category. There is correlation between sex and the number of likes, where women (x̄=18315.92) receive more likes compared to men (x̄=5928.36). Likewise, sex and comments are also correlated, with more comments in females (x̄=515.64) compared to males (x̄=493.52).

In addition, there is a moderate correlation between the content of the hate message and the number of likes received. Disability denial messages have a higher average number of likes (x̄=47707.67) compared to criticism (x̄=7592.31), belittling (x̄=7541.13), mockery (x̄=9196.23) and insults (x̄=4427.33). The tone of the reply is also correlated to the number of comments, with videos with an aggressive (x̄=796.91) and assertive (x̄=785.91) tone being those with the most comments, with a clear difference with respect to humorous (x̄=292.1), ironic (x̄=142.59) and those using other tones (x̄=261.75). In contrast, the intentionality of the reply was not shown to have an influence on the number of interactions. Finally, the presence of one’s own speech shows a weak-to-moderate correlation with the number of likes, comments and times shared. The authors observe that video
replies with original speech receive more comments ($\bar{x}=606.34$ vs. $\bar{x}=28.36$) and are shared more times ($\bar{x}=83.32$ vs. $\bar{x}=6.27$) compared to those lacking one’s own speech. However, video replies without one’s own speech receive more likes on average ($\bar{x}=1718.45$ vs. $\bar{x}=12659$) compared to those with one’s own speech.

Table 4. Spearman’s correlation between variables on interaction and content.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Sig. (bilateral)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hate Message Content * Likes</td>
<td>.202</td>
<td>.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tone * Comments</td>
<td>.189</td>
<td>.134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One’s Own Speech * Likes</td>
<td>.256**</td>
<td>.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One’s Own Speech * Comments</td>
<td>.448**</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One’s Own Speech * Times Shared</td>
<td>.381**</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**. Significant correlation at the 0.01 level.
*. *. Significant correlation at the 0.05 level.

*Source: Elaborated by the authors.*

3.2. Structured interviews

The authors conducted 14 structured interviews among the profiles included in the content analysis sample. First, users were asked whether they usually received hate messages on social networks, to which all profiles responded affirmatively, although with a very unequal perception of frequency or intensity, ranging from those who admit “that they were very few” (Interviewee 1; hereafter E1) to those who say they receive “more hate than you could imagine” (E3). According to the profiles interviewed, the more users are exposed, the more followers they have, the more controversial the content or the more repercussion a video has, the greater the chances of receiving hate messages. However, the study included profiles that had from 299 to more than 650,000 followers, so although hate increases when exposure is greater, the number of followers does not seem to be a crucial variable when it comes to receiving hate, as revealed by the content analysis results.

Regarding the content of the hate messages, the interviewees acknowledge receiving numerous comments related to their bodies. Ableist messages are frequent, as well as insults and mockery related to disability. Several participants relate ableism to lack of knowledge or stereotypical representation of people with disabilities. Another user (E2) accuses organizations of people with disabilities of presenting a biased and stereotypical view that exploits pity: “So when other people see individuals with disabilities living normal lives, working and participating in everyday activities, it challenges their misperceptions.”

Something similar happens in the profiles of people with autism, who unanimously reveal that they receive messages that deny their disability or accuse them of “romanticizing” the disability (E4). In addition to this common experience, there are also comments that point to the difficulty of finding a partner, having sexual relations or having children as a person with a disability. Likewise, there is consensus among people who also belong to the LGTBIQ+ group in the reception of more aggressive hate messages related to this last reason. One of the interviewed profiles (E3) acknowledges having even received death threats.

According to the interview, 12 out of the 14 participants acknowledge having received more hate messages through TikTok, although they also mention other networks such as Instagram or Facebook. In addition to the argument of the greater number of followers, there is the very way TikTok’s algorithm works, which shows the videos to a wider audience, and not only to the followers or the community created by the user. Some of
the interviewed profiles (E1, E2 and E7) agree in describing this network as “toxic”, although the higher level of hate speech on TikTok is also attributed to its greater virality. Several interviews talk about the presence of more young people with little knowledge about disability to justify the toxicity of the platform and hate speech. Only one person claims not to have received hate through this network, and only one through others such as Instagram. Regarding the origin of the messages, several profiles claim to receive mainly hate content in public from anonymous profiles, while others acknowledge receiving these messages mostly privately. Specifically, interviewee 2, a trans woman with visual disability, acknowledges receiving numerous private messages that show explicit “more verbal violence”, whose purpose is to strike “fear” in her.

When asked about how receiving hate speech affects them emotionally, many interviewees agree that time has made it affects them less, although there are clear differences. Some claim not to have noticed any negative consequences, although most of them acknowledge that it has at some point affected their self-esteem, caused depression, sent them to therapy, made them consider stopping creating content, or temporarily caused them to abandon social networks. One interviewee mentions feelings of helplessness, anger and rage. In addition, some participants acknowledge that the impact depends on their emotional state and the given date. Answers to this question underlines the relationship of hate speech to self-esteem and mental health in understanding the emotional impact on those on the receiving end.

At another point in the interview, and when asked about their opinion of haters, most reflect a negative perception. Several interviewees mention concepts such as “low self-esteem”, “envy” and describe haters as “very boring or sad people”, “with nothing to do” or “damaged”. They are characterized as “disengaged and insecure people who try to project their own insecurities onto other people” (E14). Two users relate the presence of haters on social networks to the idea that these platforms act as a channel for society to vent its frustration, and are a reflection of social problems resulting from ableist, fascist, homophobic, racist or misogynist thoughts and behaviors. These opinions reflect the importance of not limiting ourselves to addressing hate speech only through social network control policies or punitive measures, but rather looking for the roots of hatred.

Users recognize that they are selective when responding to hateful comments and, when they do so, their objectives range from educating, outreaching or teaching until they can finally curb hate. They also aim to correct ableist speech and false arguments, identify violence, demonstrate their ability to defend themselves, and even “make fools of haters” (E9). Interviewee 12 defines it as a “therapy” because it allows her to expose her feelings and receive support. The coincidence in the answers of users E2 and E5 is striking. Both profiles belong to people with disabilities and members of the LGTBIQ+ community, who claim to reply when they can “turn around” the message received. Only one user (E11) manifests a different strategy, as she reply to these hate messages in her own comments to increase the visibility of her content. Likewise, interviewee 7 describes her intention in replying to a hateful message as follows:

> Let us not allow this message to have the power of symbolic violence. I am mature enough to see the root and the reason for that message, but TikTok is an application full of teenagers and there are many who do not know how to analyze it and I do not want a girl to read it and feel that what they are saying to me is valid. If we keep quiet in the face of bullies, what we do is to perpetuate the problem. There will always be bullies and haters, the real problem is that the rest of us are silent and therefore give power to that comment. So, by answering, what I want to make clear is that those comments have no power and make it clear that many of the arguments they use are false and worthless.

When asked whether they report accounts that send them hate messages, five people said they do not, while eight said they do, although with differences in their approaches. Among those profiles that choose not to report, two reject this idea outright, another acknowledges to have done it in the past but not anymore, and two others argue that it is pointless because TikTok does not consider such content inappropriate. On the other hand, those who do choose to report or block accounts show some similarity in their profiles, with three young women with autism explaining that they only do it when it is too offensive or it “crosses the line” (E6).
Other interviewees do it when there are insults, community norms or human rights violations. In addition, one participant acknowledges reporting offensive comments directed at other people with disabilities, in contrast to another user who limits herself to doing so only in cases of bullying, harassment or sexual harassment that she receives through direct messages.

The interviews outline three main ways to fight against hate speech. The first one is to denounce, block and prevent disseminating hatred-promoting, whether towards people with disabilities, LGTBIQ+ or others. They also demand greater controls on algorithms and monitoring by TikTok and other networks, as well as controls for creating accounts on these platforms, since many messages that incite hatred come from anonymous accounts. Participant E13 notes that social networks should be for adults only, while profile E7 argues that effective legal avenues must be created: “It cannot be illegal to threaten someone on the street and legal to do it on the internet. We have already reached the point where the internet is part of our reality so it is time to legislate online as well.”

The second line of actions to combat hate speech focuses on education, both in the family and at school. The interviews highlight the importance of “educating in values of diversity and inclusion” (E5) and of exposing all citizens from an early age to the diversity of bodies, people, realities, families... in order to favor “social inclusion” and “empathy” (E4; E14). Respect and non-questioning of other people is also fundamental for user E2, who applies it to disability, but also to the LGTBIQ+ community. She considers it essential to raise awareness about disability with an adjusted and realistic image, which does not exclusively promote compassion or “pity”.

Finally, the interviewees point to a third line of actions to combat hate speech, which is framed in the promotion and care of mental health. The fact is that some profiles link the hate messages they receive with self “insecurities” (E11) and “emotional wounds” (E14) of those producing the messages. Participant E1 sums it up as follows: “If we had good mental health, people would not go to social networks to vent or to discriminate against others.”

4. Discussion and Conclusions

The analysis of the video replies showed, first of all, that it is not necessary to be a user with a large number of followers to become the target of hate speech on TikTok, since even profiles with a few hundred followers receive this kind of messages. Interviews point to a greater amount of hate speech on this network compared to others, and even describe it as “toxic”. Other than exposure or number of followers, the interviews offer many reasons. For example, they highlight other causes exposed in previous scientific studies such as the functioning of the TikTok algorithm (Boeker and Urman, 2022), or the immaturity of the users of this social network, which is very popular among teenagers and young people (Muñoz-Rodríguez et al., 2023). The reasons are completed with the lack of control and the way users feel protected by freedom of speech in the platform. There is also the use of anonymous accounts that allow the dissemination of hate messages without the possibility of identifying their authors (Raffone, 2022), which hinders their prosecution and promotes their proliferation (Chetty and Alathur, 2018).

The hate speech received by the profiles addressed both in the content analysis and in the interviews includes not only negative comments, insults, belittling or mockery (Martínez-Valerio, 2022), but also ableism and/or disability denial. The latter accounts for a large part of the hate speech that directly affects people with disabilities, either individually or collectively, and justifies the need for research that focuses specifically on this social group. In addition, video replies to hate speech denying disability reached a higher average number of likes than others, although a more specific and detailed analysis is required to better understand this phenomenon.

The study highlights how profiles with disabilities, when replying to hate speech through TikTok, do so mainly to educate, raise awareness and outreach, or to correct ableist
speech and false arguments. Along with this motive, comes the denounce and exposure of the hate message, identification of violence, and self-defense itself. This finding ratifies the potential that social networks offer for vulnerable groups to tell their own story (Bonilla-del-Río et al., 2022). It goes even further by enabling the creation of a counter-narrative.

Through structured interviews, the article addresses three key approaches to combat hate speech in social networks. The first one is precisely education, especially in the case of teenagers and young people, as proposed by Gámez-Guadix et al. (2020). This strategy pursues the formation of citizens with a critical thinking, capable of unraveling the hate speech in networks and other digital platforms, and reconstructing them as counter narratives (Sabater et al., 2021).

Likewise, participants highlight the importance of regulation as a mechanism to control hate content. Previous studies have demonstrated the existence of legal loopholes in this area (Henson, 2023), as well as the ineffectiveness of TikTok for a proper self-regulation in monitoring and reducing hate speech (Weimann and Masri, 2023). These works advocate national and international cooperation to push for standards that force networks to improve their monitoring techniques and exercise more effective control. Governments, internet service providers and social networks are established as necessary agents to implement truly effective policies in the face of hate speech (Chetty and Alathur, 2018). This study, through interviews with victims of hate speech, proposes specific measures such as the regulation of anonymous accounts, age restrictions and implementation of punitive measures.

Finally, a third strategy for dealing with hate speech focuses on the mental health of both the victim and the hater. Several interviewees acknowledge that these contents negatively affect their self-esteem, generate negative emotions and often force them to periodically disconnect from social networks. These consequences match with those presented in previous literature (Phanomtip et al., 2021; Raffone, 2022) in relation to victims of hate speech. However, participants also relate mental health problems to the haters themselves and to the high rates of mental health problems detected in Western societies, which have increased in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic (Cenat et al., 2022) and especially affect teenagers and young adults (Westberg et al., 2022). Thus, they consider that promoting mental health care in society in general could be beneficial to counteract these contents.

In conclusion, this research contributes to the visibility of a problem around hate speech, discrimination and derogatory messages on social networks against users with disabilities. Analyzing their own video replies shared on their TikTok profile, as well as their perception and opinion about this phenomenon through interviews, allows the authors to delve deeper into how people with disabilities are affected by this type of practices and the strategies that could be adopted by platforms and governmental or educational institutions to achieve a more empathetic, fair and inclusive society. Therefore, understanding the reactions of users with disabilities is not only relevant at an academic level, but also from a social point of view.

Future lines of research include the possibility of extending the study to other social networks, in order to identify similarities and differences that could occur in the various platforms with respect to the type of replies generated by users with disabilities to negative comments or hate speech. It would also be possible to observe the evolution of the phenomenon and analyze whether society tends more or less to producing hate speech against the group. Likewise, it would be of great interest to delve into the regulations of the transnational platforms themselves on hate speech, in order to analyze the policies and conditions established and their compliance.
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